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Introduction 

Two of the more unpopular 
superannuation measures announced in 
May as part of the Federal Budget were 
changes to transition to retirement 
income streams / pensions (referred to in 
this newsletter as a TRIS). 

The two detrimental changes, both to 
take effect from 1 July 2017, were: 

• Investment earnings on the assets 
supporting superannuation pensions 
are currently exempt from income 
tax.  (Even capital gains that have 
built up over many years, including in 
years well before the time the 
pension started, receive this 
treatment.)  From 1 July 2017 the 
budget proposed to remove this 
concession for transition to 
retirement pensions only – leaving it 
intact for “full” pensions.  

• Currently, it is possible to take a 
payment from a TRIS and ask the 
trustee to tax it as a lump sum rather 
than a pension payment.  Since 
most people pay less tax on lump 
sums than pensions this is beneficial 
for anyone under 60 (those over 60 
pay no tax anyway).  For most 
people it means they don’t need to 
pay tax on their TRIS payments at 
all.  The budget proposed to remove 
this right from 1 July 2017. 

Of course these changes might 
fundamentally change the equation as to 
whether a TRIS is actually worthwhile for 
some.  For others, the TRIS might 

remain attractive but with some new 
thinking required.   

In this edition of Heffron SuperNews we 
explore 4 new themes emerging for 
these pensions. 

Issue #1 : Ongoing 
attractiveness 

Transition to retirement pensions were 
introduced with the policy objective of 
allowing people access to their 
superannuation before full retirement – in 
effect providing income support as they 
transitioned to that phase.  Almost 
immediately, however, a number of 
excellent tax strategies emerged where it 
made perfect sense for many who had 
no intention of winding back their work 
commitments to start a TRIS. 

In some ways their attractiveness 
dropped automatically with the proposed 
restrictions on putting money back into 
super (the lifetime limit of $500,000 on 
non-concessional contributions from 1 
July 2007).  Any strategy that involves 
taking money out of super obviously 
becomes less attractive if it is hard to get 
it in there in the first place! 

However, the removal of the tax 
exemption on fund earnings and the 
inability to minimise tax between 56 and 
59 by taking lump sums will certainly 
mean that some members no longer find 
the pension valuable. 

But several recent press articles have 
highlighted that some will leave them in 
place with good reason.  Remember 
that:: 

• Super pensions are still tax free after 
60 and there is no proposal to 
change that for TRISs.  Anyone over 
60 who wants to supplement their 
income tax effectively would still 
seriously consider a TRIS; 

• In fact, for those earning little or no 
other income outside their super 
pension, TRIS income is even 
effectively tax free for those under 60 
(the 15% tax offset completely 

negates any income tax payable on 
taxable pensions up to around 
$40,000 pa); 

• Pensions allow some division of 
super into multiple, separate 
buckets.  This can be incredibly 
handy for those who have made 
considerable efforts in the past to 
create (say) one pension that 
consists largely of a tax free 
component and one that is largely 
taxable.  This separation process is 
extremely valuable for many reasons 
– particularly when it comes to estate 
planning and structuring large 
withdrawals late in life.  Where this is 
currently being achieved via running 
multiple TRIS accounts, it may well 
be worthwhile maintaining it even if 
the tax benefits associated with the 
TRIS itself have largely been 
removed; 

• Estate planning arrangements often 
revolve around reversionary 
beneficiaries for pension accounts – 
these can only remain intact if the 
pension remains.  If the pension 
stops, new legal advice will need to 
be sought potentially at an additional 
cost; 

• Sometimes the pension income is 
financing additional salary sacrifice 
contributions.  An individual’s overall 
tax position may still be improved by 
the TRIS even if the improvement is 
less than it used to be; and 

• A TRIS is the only way someone 
who hasn’t fully retired (or met 
various other conditions) can access 
their super.  Sometimes that can be 
invaluable to meet large costs such 
as paying down a mortgage, 
renovating a house etc.  Particularly 
where the pensioner is over 60, the 
loss of a tax exemption on fund 
earnings may be a small price to pay 
to extract large amounts from super.  
In the past, one of the purposes of 
extracting large amounts from super 
was to put it right back in again (as 
part of a recontribution strategy).  

Assuming at least some of 
the 2016 Federal Budget 
superannuation measures 
are introduced, we are 
likely to see changes to 
transition to retirement 
pensions.  How might this 
change our thinking?  
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These will clearly be far less relevant 
in the future as the $500,000 lifetime 
limit on non-concessional 
contributions (even if the start date is 
delayed) will present a new 
constraint we’ve not had before.  
However, there are still likely to be 
some people who have never used 
this limit in the past, are unlikely to 
use it to put new money into super 
and can therefore benefit from some 
form of recontribution.  Again, their 
TRIS provides the means to do so. 

On balance, we expect that there will still 
be a number of people for whom it 
makes sense to continue to use a TRIS 
(or even set up a new one after 1 July 
2017). 

Issue #2 :  Will a TRIS be 
subject to the proposed 
$1.6m pension transfer cap? 

We expect not. 

The $1.6m pension transfer cap was 
another 2016 Federal Budget proposal.  
It seeks to limit the amount any individual 
can transfer into “tax-free retirement 
phase” (see here) In other words, the 
measure is very specifically targeting the 
amount that individuals can house in a 
pension account that generates tax free 
earnings within the relevant 
superannuation fund.  It has nothing to 
do with pension accounts generally – 
including the tax treatment of pension 
payments etc. 

Given that the proposed changes to 
TRIS accounts would see these lose 
their tax free status for investment 
earnings, it would make no sense for 
these pensions to be counted in the 
$1.6m pension transfer cap. 

We expect a TRIS of the future could 
conceivably start well above $1.6m and 
those who choose to leave their TRIS in 
place will not be under any pressure to 
wind it back to $1.6m at 1 July 2017. 

This is useful when considered in light of 
the ongoing benefits of a TRIS (Issue #1 

above).  Those wanting significant 
access to their super could still convert 
their entire balance to a TRIS – even well 
beyond $1.6m – and draw up to 10% of 
the balance each year. 

Those wishing to keep their taxable / tax 
free components as separate as possible 
and who have already done so via 
running multiple pension accounts could 
continue to do so without being 
constrained by $1.6m until they fully retire 
or meet an equivalent condition that 
gives them full access to their super. 

Issue #3 :  When is a TRIS not 
a TRIS? 

In our view one of the most interesting 
new paradigms for those with TRIS 
accounts will be determining exactly 
when they stop being governed by the 
TRIS rules.  A number of circumstances 
that constitute “retirement” are not 
necessarily accompanied by the sort of 
fanfare that would alert the individual or 
their advisers to take action.  For 
example, all of these scenarios would do 
exactly that: 

• Someone over 56 who has ceased a 
paid job in the past, is winding back 
current work arrangements to 9 
hours per week and has decided that 
they will never work 10 or more 
hours per week in the future; 

• Someone aged 62 who carried out 
work for the electoral commission in 
a recent election – or similar jobs like 
delivering census forms, supervising 
HSC exams, providing locum 
services in a colleague’s vet / physio 
/ medical practice.  As long as these 
arrangements constituted a formal 
paid working relationship with 
another employer (no matter how 
short) and were ceased after age 60, 
they represent a “retirement” that 
frees up all super at that time.  Any 
pension accounts classified as a 
TRIS at the time will lose their TRIS 
status immediately; 

• Someone over 60 who resigns from 
a paid directorship; 

• Turning 65; 

• Permanent incapacity, terminal 
illness etc – providing the right 
documentation and processes are 
followed; and  

• Death. 

In each of these cases, the event would 
change the status of the TRIS they had 
in place at the time.  We expect two 
things would happen: 

• Most importantly (and beneficially) 
the pension account would become 
eligible for tax exempt investment 
earnings.  In an SMSF this is 
relatively easy to manage – the 
trustee would simply make sure the 
accountant or administrator was 
aware that one of these events had 
occurred during the year, identify the 
date on which it occurred and make 
sure the fund’s annual return 
correctly reflected this.  The fact that 
neither the trustee nor their advisers 
might have appreciated the 
importance of this event until some 
time later will be of no great 
consequence.  Speedy notification to 
the fund’s trustees might, however, 
be more important in a public offer 
environment where converting to “tax 
exempt” status might well require 
actual changes to be made to the 
fund’s pension or investments or 
both (for example, moving to a new 
wrap account where the 
administration systems capture the 
earnings as tax exempt etc); and 

• This might be the point at which the 
$1.6m pension transfer cap is 
measured.  It will be interesting to 
see how this is handled in the 
legislation to ensure that pensioners 
are not caught unawares and 
detrimentally affected.  Clearly there 
are potentially some dire situations 
where someone with a large TRIS 
“retires” without realising the balance 

http://budget.gov.au/2016-17/content/glossies/tax_super/html/
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was actually well over $1.6m at that 
time. 

The key challenge for both individuals 
and anyone who advises them is that the 
TRIS (or not) status of a pension is now 
vitally important – it has real tax 
outcomes.  In the past, we expect there 
has actually been no urgency to 
determine precisely when someone 
retired. In fact, it is often a question that is 
not addressed in detail unless they need 
more money than the 10% limit on TRIS 
drawings permits.  In the future, it must 
be far more top of mind.  

Issue #4 : What to do with 
“hybrid” balances (some 
preserved, some not 
preserved) 

A single member balance which contains 
a mix of preserved and unpreserved (or 
more accurately : unrestricted non- 
preserved) super can come about in a 
variety of ways. 

Most commonly it will be the natural 
outcome of the following: 

• Barry retired a few years ago when 
he turned 55.  At the time he never 
intended to go back to work and his 
super became entirely unpreserved; 

• He didn’t start a pension; 

• A few years on, out of the blue, he 
was offered his dream job.  He 
decided to take it – and in making 
that decision he “unretired”; 

• That didn’t mean the super he had 
built up at that point became 
preserved but it did mean a change 
for his “new” super (including 
earnings on that balance and 
contributions made after he decided 
to go back to work).  It is preserved; 

Let’s say Barry wanted to start a pension 
now – his balance is $750,000 and 
$50,000 of this is preserved. 

In the past, the most common strategy 
would simply be to start a pension with 

the full $750,000.  It would be a TRIS 
(because it includes some preserved 
super) but generally that didn’t really 
matter. 

Post 1 July 2017 (assuming TRIS rules 
are changed as announced) it will 
absolutely matter. 

If Barry puts the entire amount into a 
single pension: 

• It will be a TRIS.  Investment 
earnings on the fund’s pension 
assets will be taxable rather than tax 
exempt; 

• All future earnings credited to Barry’s 
account will also be preserved 
(earnings in a TRIS are always 
preserved); and 

• All payments drawn from the 
pension will firstly use up Barry’s 
unpreserved component. 

The last two points have always been 
true but the first is new. 

Barry is likely to be far better off if he 
starts a pension with just the $700,000 
unpreserved component:: 

• This will not be a TRIS because it 
does not include ANY preserved 
super.  This is the case even though 
Barry has gone back to work and 
even though he has other super that 
is preserved; 

• As the pension is NOT a TRIS, 
earnings on the underlying assets 
will be tax exempt.  Had Barry 
included even $0.01 of his preserved 
super in this pension the outcome 
would have been completely 
different; 

• We expect that Barry’s $700k 
pension will count towards the $1.6m 
pension transfer cap; 

• Unlike tax components there is no 
“proportioning rule” for preservation 
components.  Barry is quite fine to 
choose specifically to place only his 
unpreserved super into this pension; 
and 

• He could certainly choose to start a 
second pension with his preserved 
$50,000 but it would be a TRIS.  

Barry’s overall tax position (including that 
of his SMSF) will be vastly different if he 
separates his account in this way.  We 
expect it is very much likely to be an all or 
nothing outcome – if the whole balance is 
converted to a TRIS, the fund will receive 
no tax exemption on its income, if just the 
$700,000 is converted to a pension 
(which is not a TRIS), the fund will 
receive an extensive tax exemption. 

In the past, the same tax exemption 
applied either way. 

Conclusion 

Of course all of this depends on exactly 
what is legislated (if anything).  
Regardless, we expect a TRIS will 
remain attractive for a number of 
individuals as a tax effective means of 
withdrawing super before retirement. 

Assuming something changes for TRIS 
accounts along the lines announced in 
May, however, we expect there will be a 
number of areas where new thinking will 
be required. 

 

Disclaimer: 

Heffron Super News is an electronic newsflash 
which highlights important events in the 
superannuation arena. If you are not already on 
our mailing list and would like to subscribe, 
please contact us on 1300 172 247 or by e-mail 
heffron@heffron.com.au.  Alternatively, if you 
do not wish to receive future editions, please 
email heffron@heffron.com.au to be removed 
from the distribution list. While Heffron believes 
that the information contained herein is reliable, 
no warranty is given to the accuracy and clients 
who rely on it do so at their own risk. This 
publication is intended to provide background 
information only and does not purport to make 
any recommendation upon which you may 
reasonably rely without taking specific advice. 
In particular, it should not be considered 
financial product advice for the purposes of the 
Corporations Act 2001  
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